As a measure of information shared between two fuzzy pattern vectors, the fuzzy information proximity measure (FIPM) plays an important part in fuzzy pattern recognition, fuzzy clustering analysis and fuzzy approximate reasoning. In this paper, two novel FIPMs are set up. Firstly, an axiom theory about the FIPM is given, and different expressions of the FIPM are discussed. A new FIPM is then proposed based on the axiom theory of the FIPM and the concept of fuzzy subsethood function. Two concepts based on the idea of Shannon information entropy, fuzzy joint entropy (FJE) and fuzzy conditional entropy (FCE), are proposed and the basic properties of FJE and FCE are given and proved. Finally, classical similarity measures such as dissimilarity measure (DM) and similarity measure (SM) are studied, and two new measures, fuzzy absolute information measure (FAIM) and fuzzy relative information measure (FRIM), are set up, which can be used as measures of the proximity between fuzzy sets A and B.
Introduction
Pattern recognition is the scientific discipline whose goal is the classification of objects into a number of categories or classes. It is divided into two types, called supervised and unsupervised pattern recognition. In unsupervised pattern recognition, our major concern is to reveal the organization of patterns into sensible clusters (groups), which will allow us to discover similarities and differences between patterns and to derive useful conclusions about them. This idea is met in many fields, such as life sciences (biology, zoology), medical sciences (psychiatry, pathlogy), social sciences (sociology, archeology), earth sciences (geography, geology), and engineering. A major issue in unsupervised pattern recognition is that of defining the similarity between two pattern vectors and choosing an appropriate measure for it. Another issue of importance lies in identifying various types of ground cover and clustering (grouping) the vectors on the basis of the adopted similarity measure. Generally speaking, there are two basic similarity measures, the dissimilarity measure (DM) and similarity measure (SM). These play an important part in pattern recognition and classification, picture processing and unsupervised learning theories, but as a rule, systems make use of the DM or SM between the two pattern vectors within a certain environment [1] [2] [3] . In practice, people usually work in an uncertain environment, for example random environment, fuzzy environment, etc.
It is well known that the concept of Shannon's entropy has a central role in information theory, and is sometimes referred to as the measure of uncertainty [4, 5] . The entropy of a random variable is defined in terms of its probability distribution and can be shown to be a good measure of its randomness or uncertainty. The concept of information is too broad to be captured completely by a single definition. However, for any probability distribution, we define a quantity called the entropy, or information entropy, which has many properties that agree with the intuitive notion of what a measure of information should be [6] . This notion is extended to define mutual information, which is a measure of the amount of information one random variable contains about another. Entropy then becomes the self-information of a random variable. Mutual information is a special case of a more general quantity called relative entropy, which is a measure of the distance between two probability distributions. Some researchers have studied information entropy and applied it in pattern recognition, clustering analysis, feature extraction, system simulation and decision-making and so on [7] [8] [9] .
In this paper, we study fuzzy information measures based on the existing information pattern measures. In Section 2, we introduce the commonly used similarity measures, such as DM and SM. The four axioms of fuzzy entropy, according to the definition of Shannon information entropy, are discussed, the concepts of fuzzy joint entropy and fuzzy conditional entropy are introduced, and some of their properties are given and proved in Section 3. Two novel information measures, called the fuzzy absolute information measure (FAIM) and fuzzy relative information measurement (FRIM), are proposed for measuring the similarity degree between fuzzy sets A and B in Section 4. In Section 5, we come to a conclusion.
Survey of similarity measures
For a data set X, the following definitions concerning measures between vectors are often used.
A dissimilarity measure (DM) d on X is a function as follows:
where R is the set of real numbers, such that
and (4) is also known as the triangular inequality; equivalence (3) indicates that the minimum possible dissimilarity level value d 0 between two pattern vectors in X is achieved when they are identical. We will sometimes refer to the dissimilarity level as distance, but the term is not used in its strict mathematical sense. A similarity measure (SM) s on X is defined as
and
s is called a metric SM. These definitions can be extended to measure the similarity between subsets of X. Let U be a set containing subsets of X. 
Fuzzy entropy
Fuzzy entropy is very important for measuring fuzzy information; it is the basic function of fuzzy information processing. Generally speaking, fuzzy entropy, i.e. information entropy about fuzzy sets, is the following mapping:
where ξ(X) is a set consisting of all fuzzy subsets of discrete universe of discourse X, and A∈ξ(X). The fuzzy entropy depicts the whole degree of fuzziness for a fuzzy set. As can be seen from rule (a), an ordinary set, i.e. crisp set, is not fuzzy, that is to say, its fuzzy entropy equals zero. Rules (b) and (c) show that the nearer set X is to the membership degree of every element 1 or 0, the less fuzzy X is, and the nearer to 0.5, the fuzzier is X. Rule (d) states that the sets A and A -have the same degree of fuzziness. Zadeh proposed the concept of fuzzy entropy in 1968 [10] . He defined the information entropy of a fuzzy set with probability distribution (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ) as follows: (10) where µ A (x i ) is the membership degree of x i , and p i is the probability of x i . However, this definition does not satisfy the four axioms of fuzzy entropy; it is only a kind of weighted Shannon information entropy.
In 1975, Kaufmann gave the following definition of information entropy of fuzzy set A with n elements [11] where (11) The weakness of definition (11) is that it does not use the absolute value µ A (x i ), but instead adopts the relative value ϕ i , so if the membership degree µ A (x i ) is the same (whether 0, or 0.2, or 0.5, or 1) for all elements, the fuzzy entropy is equal. Obviously, this is not what we would expect.
An information entropy function that can be used to measure the degree of fuzziness for a fuzzy set can be built up on the foundation of the Shannon function [12] , in the form (12) where S(x) = −x logx − (1−x) log (1−x) is the Shannon function; i.e. (13) It can be shown that equation (12) satisfies the four De Luca-Termini axioms.
Another type is the fuzzy entropy, or fuzzy exponent entropy, associated with distances between fuzzy sets, and fuzzy entropy induced by the distance measures can be seen. Kosko defined this fuzzy entropy in 1986 [13] as: (14) Where A near and A far are the crisp sets ξ(X) which are nearest to and farthest from fuzzy set A, respectively, and d is a distance measure in ξ(X), such as the Hamming distance, Euclidean distance, or Minkowski distance. It has been shown that equation (14) satisfies the four De Luca-Termini axioms.
Pal and Pal made use of the exponent function to define the following fuzzy entropy [14] :
where k is a normalization factor. This equation also satisfies the four De Luca-Termini axioms.
Bhandari and Pal defined fuzzy entropy after reducing the subset degree of fuzzy sets [15] as: (16) where D is a measure of the fuzzy deviation between two fuzzy sets. The definition in equation (16) also satisfies the four of De Luca-Termini axioms. They also defined the fuzzy entropy:
where k is a normalization factor. Again, equation (17) satisfies the four De Luca-Termini axioms.
Fuzzy information measures

Fuzzy absolute information measure
In Shannon information theory, another important concept is that of mutual information. How much information does one random variable provide about another one? In fact, this is perhaps the central idea of much of information theory. Based on the ideas of Shannon information theory, and De Luca and Termini's fuzzy entropy theory, we study fuzzy mutual information content between two fuzzy sets as follows:
Definition 1 Suppose X is a discrete universe of discourse, and A,B ∈ ξ(X), let
Then we have (1) fuzzy entropy:
(2) fuzzy joint entropy: (3) fuzzy conditional entropy:
It can be seen that although we use the idea of Shannon information entropy, the FJE and FCE are completely different from the concept.
They have following properties:
Theorem 1 Suppose X is a discrete universe of discourse, and A,B ∈ ξ(X), then
H(A/B) ≤ H(A), H(B/A) ≤ H(B)
Proof:
Therefore
H(A/B) ≤ H(A)
Similarly
H(B/A) ≤ H(B)
Based on the idea of mutual information from the Shannon information theory, we put forword the concept of fuzzy mutual information (FMI) as follows.
Definition 2 Suppose X is a discrete universe of discourse, and A,B ∈ ξ(X), then the absolute difference value, H(A) − H(A/B), is called the FMI between fuzzy set A and fuzzy set B, denoted by H (A ∩ B) ; i.e.
(23) Similarly, we define H(B ∩ A), namely
According to theorem 1 and definition 2, we can see easily that the FMI satisfies basic properties, such as nonnegativity and symmetry, but does not satisfy the triangular inequality, so the FMI is a generalized and absolute fuzzy entropy measure, and is called the fuzzy absolute information measure (FAIM). The FAIM measure the degree of similarity between two fuzzy sets A and B to some extent.
Fuzzy relative information measure
In actual applications, we sometimes use a kind of fuzzy relative information measure.
Definition 3
Suppose X is a discrete universe of discourse, and A,B ∈ ξ(X), then the relative difference value, denoted by R (A, B) , is called the fuzzy relative information measure of B to A, and is R (A, B) shows an influence degree of the fuzzy set A to fuzzy set B in fuzzy information processing aspects. It is a generalized relative fuzzy entropy measure, and is called the fuzzy relative information measure (FRIM). The FRIM can be used for clustering analysis, picture processing, etc.
Conclusions
Some definitions of fuzzy entropy are summarized on the basis of their adherence to the four axioms of fuzzy entropy. From this foundation, we give definitions of the fuzzy joint entropy and fuzzy conditional entropy, and prove their basic properties. The classical similarity measures, such as the DM and the SM, are studied, and then two new similarity measures, FAIM and FRIM, are proposed. The FAIM and FRIM can be used to measure the degree of similarity between two fuzzy sets A and B to some extent, and so they are a useful further development of the theory of similarity measures.
